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Abstract
One of the major obstacles in the use of underwater robots on a large scale is the difficulty in
communicating with the platforms during missions, since the most common methods of commu-
nication (via radio or other electromagnetic waves) used in commercial systems use signals that
are strongly attenuated in water. Alternatively, acoustic-based solutions have long been the default
wireless communication method for underwater applications, since they allow reasonable ranges.
However, due to the severe limitations in bandwidth and the slow data rates with high latency, these
are not the most efficient solutions. Summing up, using acoustics, applications such as monitoring
and controlling remote operations are not practical.
In this project, it is intended to take advantage of the recent developments of the light emitting
diode (LED), (specially with the higher light output and more precise tuning of the wavelength)
and the photo-sensor technology. These will be used to develop an improved communication
module, in response to the growing demand of robotic solutions for the marine environment that
features a high speed communication system at short ranges, where low power, low complexity
and small dimensions are pretended.
Using high brightness blue, cyan and green LED based transmitters and a blue/green enhanced
photo-diode based receivers, the main goal is to achieve, with an abundant number of tests in all
sort of conditions and environments, data transmission rates up to 1 Mbps over 5 meters with the
capability of transmitting in sea and river waters.
The final step consists of the creation of an operational platform, to test multiple combinations
of Tx/Rx configurations and relative orientations, and, using the information obtained through the
tests, tune up the system, so its maximum efficiency can be reached, matching up all the delineated
objectives.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
Technology has reached a point where much importance has been given to the creation of re-
mote and autonomous robots, in order to enhance the preservation and comfort of human life,
to contribute to the investigation and evolution of technology, among others. With such recent
developments, the tasks at hand have been increasing in complexity and precision. In these case
scenarios, when it is too dangerous, risky or complicated for a human to perform a task, these are
mainly entrusted to a machine. To instruct this machinery and robots, it is necessary to establish
communication between the operator and the machine. This communication is also valuable since
it can transmit information that has been extracted from sensors.
Besides establishing communication via a physical cable, which has some limitations since
it is a wire communication, wireless radio waves have been one of the most commonly used so-
lutions in the aerial and terrestrial environments. However, trying to implement communications
in underwater conditions raises completely new problems, since radio and other electromagnetic
(EM) waves are highly attenuated underwater. Since wireless communications are a big advantage
for this kind of environments, alternatives such as the use of acoustic modules became the stan-
dard option to communicate underwater. The inherent problems of this solution, despite the low
attenuation and long distance range, reveals limitations in bandwidth and presents a high latency
and high power consumption.
These problems have been the main barrier that restrains the use of underwater robots in a
large scale, making underwater explorations an even more challenging and difficult task. Due to
such limitations, alternative methods that allow underwater robots (like autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs) and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs)) to transmit information have been an
emerging thematic in the past few years and still represents many challenges, in order to achieve a
more reliable solution.
1
2 Introduction
1.2 Motivation
The necessity of underwater wireless communications results from the mobility requirements of
robotic-based activities [12]. This is the main reason why physical connectors are not a viable
solution to establish communication underwater [13]. In submarine operations, where a robotic
vehicle has to perform complex movements, being dependent on a physical connector could limit
the range and the precision of its moves. Besides, it represents an additional risk if the cables,
for some reason, end up entangled, which could result in loss of valuable equipment and subjects
of study. Even though acoustical-based systems are the default choice and are capable of estab-
lishing wireless communications underwater at a long distance range, the slow data-rates and high
latency does not allow a real-time control and data harvesting. For these reasons, maintenance and
surveillance operations based on acoustics are very limited.
There are many areas where an improved performance of the underwater wireless commu-
nications may have a big impact, such as in oil, gas and mining explorations, under the sea
constructions, the study on the impact of deep-sea raw material resources exploitation, and the
measurement and monitoring of physical, biological and bio and geochemical parameters (e.g.
climate change) [12, 14, 15, 16, 2].
In order to surpass many of the obstacles presented in the underwater wireless communication,
an optical light emitting diode (LED) based solution is suggested, since it presents the potential to
overcome many limitations shown by other methods.
1.3 Objectives
The proposed solution is to create a short range underwater optical wireless communication sys-
tem based on LED technology, in order to increase the efficiency in underwater communications.
Ideally, the solution has to be a viable option to be implemented in an operational platform, such
as an AUV. The experiments carried out along the whole period of work will be tested in wide
and varied test scenarios, such as in a controlled laboratory scenario, simulating communications
inside a test pool, and in real life scenarios, trying to communicate in two distinguished environ-
ments: the ocean and the river. To reach this goal the following objectives will be considered:
• Assembly of a LED and photo-sensor based test system;
• Creation of an underwater wireless link that enables the transmission of information;
• Create a system that is able of test different transmission parameters;
• Create a real-life solution, that could be implemented in a robotic platform;
• Test of the system in the laboratory;
• Test of the system in the laboratory pool; and
• Test of the system in real life environments (Ocean and River).
Chapter 2
State of the Art
In this chapter, it is presented all the major scientific work developed about underwater communi-
cation. It starts by analyzing the many methods of underwater communication, considering all the
pros and cons for each presented approach.
Subsequently, it will focus on developing the thematic of underwater optical wireless commu-
nication, taking in special consideration the optical properties of the various water types that are
used as transmission channels, and it will be studied all the related works and solutions that have
been developed until this moment, academic and commercial.
In the end, there will be a sum up about all the chapter.
2.1 Underwater Communication Methods
As analyzed by [12, 17], underwater communications are traditionally made with a physical con-
nector, made by cables or fiber-optics. These represent some advantages, since they are capable of
transport electrical power and offer a high speed and reliable communication. However, their use
can limit the range and maneuverability of underwater operations, and the presence of a long and
heavy cable and the associated hydrodynamic drag, increases the risks of an operation.
For these reasons, there is a high interest on the investigation of alternative ways to transmit
information underwater, without being dependent on a cable connection. This is why it has been
given a big importance to the wireless communication techniques. Next it is presented the most
common methods of underwater wireless communication, referring their advantages but also the
problems they face [16].
2.1.1 Acoustics
Acoustics has for a long time been the standard solution for submarine missions because of the fact
that sound propagates well underwater, it enables the transmission of the information without been
dependent on an "umbilical" cable, which gives to the underwater vehicles the necessary mobility
to perform complex movements freely. Adding to this, its relative low signal attenuation and long
range allows the transmission of information in the order of the kilometers. Despite all these
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advantages, this solution also carries some problems that begin when the speed of transmission is
important[16].
As referenced by [18], this method has its disadvantages, because it presents a low propagation
speed (high latency). Moreover, it has a low bandwidth with a maximum data-rate in the order of
the tens of thousands bits-per-second (bps), making the acoustics communication a slow option
for transmission. This method also presents other problems, such as its susceptibility to multipath
propagation, dispersion, frequency fading and ambient noise (specially in shallow waters).
The next table 2.1 contain some available acoustical solutions and their main characteristics.
Table 2.1: Comparison table of some conventional underwater acoustic solutions [6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11].
Model Distance (m) Data-Rate(kbps) Power (W)
Weight in
Air (kg)
HERMES 120 150 32 —
Sonardyne AvTrak6 Type 8220 3000 9.0 50 5.1
AquaSeNT - AM-OFDM-P1 4000 9.0 20 7.6
AquaSeNT - AM-OFDM-S1 4000 1.6 20 2.4
Benthos - ATM-916 6000 15.36 15.75 4.5
Benthos - ATM-926 6000 15.36 15.75 4.1
Benthos - ATM-966 6000 15.36 24.5 6.8
EvoLogics - S2CR 48/78 1000 31.2 60 6.5
EvoLogics - S2CR 18/34 3500 13.9 80 6.5
EvoLogics - S2CR 12/24 6000 9.2 40 7.78
EvoLogics - S2CR 7/17 8000 6.9 80 7.78
LinkQuest Inc. - UWM1000 350 19.2 2 4.2
LinkQuest Inc. - UWM2200 2000 38.4 6 3.0
LinkQuest Inc. - UWM3000 5000 5 12 4.1
LinkQuest Inc. - UWM4000 4000 9.6 7 7.6
LinkQuest Inc. - UWM10000 10000 5 40 21.0
2.1.2 Radio-Frequency
On the other hand, there are the EM waves such as radio, a very popular choice to transmit in-
formation via wireless in terrestrial communications. As stated by [15, 16], EM waves such as
radio-frequency (RF) compared to acoustic waves, are much faster and have a higher bandwidth,
in this terrestrial transmissions.
In addition, radio produces a high throughput compared to sound waves, with speed levels
surrounding the hundreds of kbps up to ten meters, and achieving tens of Mbps at the range of
one meter. Again, comparing both power consumptions, the radio reveals to be more energetically
efficient than acoustic technology, needing less power.
Even with these characteristics, there are many limiting factors when using RF in water. The
EM waves have different behavior in freshwater and seawater.
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According to [16], freshwater is considered to the EM as a low-loss medium, and its propaga-
tion speed c, and the absorption coefficient α can be represented as:
c≈ 1√εµ (2.1)
α ≈ σ
2
√
µ
ε
(2.2)
In the equations ε is considered the dielectric permittivity, µ is the magnetic permeability
and σ is the electric conductivity. By observing this expressions, it can be concluded that the
absorption for freshwater is independent of the frequency of the signal, and propagation speeds of
EM are smaller than light, but still faster than sound [16]. The only inconvenient for this solution,
in freshwater, is the antenna size that is required in order to obtain a large bandwidth.
To EM waves, the seawater is considerate as a high-loss medium, and its propagation speed c,
and the absorption coefficient α can be represented as:
c≈
√
4pi f
µσ
(2.3)
α ≈
√
pi fµσ (2.4)
As it can be concluded by the equations 2.3 and 2.4 both are dependent of the frequency of the
signal f , meaning that if a high frequency is used, a high speed is obtainable, but the absorption
of EM waves is also high.
It is possible to conclude that communication through EM waves is limited in freshwater by
the size of the antenna needed, and has a critical problem because of the high attenuation in
seawater. In figure 2.1 it is shown the different RF waves in different types of water, comparing
their performance with the light and sound waves.
Although it is known that RF is not the ideal method to communicate, there are some com-
mercial possibilities. WFS Technologies Ltd commercializes a underwater wireless RF system for
sub-sea exploration, the Seatooth® , a system series claimed to have a model capable of achieving
156 kbps over 7 meters [19]. Although there are some situations where this system could be used,
it still requires a high power consumption, around 15 Watts, and an antenna with large dimensions
(1 meter squarial antenna).
2.1.3 Optical
An optical solution is another transmission method still in development that shares some advan-
tages of the RF, but not all of its disadvantages. The major advantage comparing to RF commu-
nications is the possibility of maintaining the same conditions underwater without considerable
losses. As RF, this solution can obtain in a underwater environment, a high throughput in the
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Figure 2.1: RF propagation speeds in different types of water.
order of several Mbps to Gbps, a high propagation speed (low latency) and achieve short and mid-
range link distances in the order of 100-200m [14, 1, 17]. In [14] also referred that underwater
optical communication can benefit meaningfully from the progress made in the terrestrial optical
wireless communication, becoming an area in constant evolution.
Like any system, optical solutions have some inherent problems. Although optical signal have
a low attenuation, it becomes relevant in long distances [14]. For that reason, acoustic vastly
outperform the optical channel when comes up to distance range. Other relevant disadvantages, in
addition to the absorption, optical scattering is significant and the ambient light can also interfere
with communications [16].
Another complex problem associated to this method is the dependence on a clear way for the
light to travel, a line of sight (LOS) [14]. In the beginning, without a clear LOS it was impos-
sible to establish communication, since the light cannot reach the destination. For that reason,
some alternative methods were created to prevent the loss of the LOS, and to create optical links.
Figure 2.2 shows some of these methods.
With these variant high bandwidth links options, it is possible to create sophisticated and
collaborative paths for planning and observation [14, 1].
In figures 2.2a and 2.2b is represented a communication channel based on a clear and sim-
ple LOS, where communication exists by emitting light in a narrow beam (similar to laser) and
in a diffuse beam, respectively. Figure 2.2c shows a retro-reflector link type, used when limited
dual communication is necessary, and the receiver is awfully low powered to perform as a full
transceiver (such as underwater sensor nodes). In this configuration the light of the transmitter is
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(a) LOS (b) non-direct LOS
(c) retro-reflector (d) non-LOS between a transmitter and a receiver
Figure 2.2: Different underwater optical wireless link configuration [1].
reflected back from a modulated retro-reflector on the receiver that, in the meantime, is encoded
with information. Another link represented in 2.2d is a non-LOS transmission where the trans-
mitter and the receiver position themselves diagonally upwards to transmit and receive the light
reflected in the surface of the water.
2.2 Underwater Optical Wireless Communication
Seeing the potential of the optic channel in the underwater environment, the attention of this work
is focused on study, with some detail, the optical communications. It starts by analyzing the optical
properties of the water channel to obtain a detailed overview of the behavior of light in water, and
will end in reviewing some major achievements in the field of knowledge.
2.2.1 Optical Properties of Water
As concluded by [2], the behavior of light in water is a very complex issue. There are extensive
works regarding this thematic, since it has many interests in many fields of science. Since this
work is mostly focused in the conception and implementation of a practical solution, this thematic
will be briefly referenced, taking into account the work done by [2].
Assuming a differential portion of water (represented by a volume with three dimensions), with
a width of ∆r and with an small height and length, it is assumed that the amount of light entering
the volume equals the amount of light leaving it, less any loss that occurred on the volume in the
form of absorption and/or scattering. This phenomenon is represented in figure 2.3.
The incident power is represented by Φi, the absorbed power by Φa, the scattered power by
Φs and the transmitted power is represented by Φt . These values are dependent of the wavelength
λ .
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Figure 2.3: Scheme representing the light propagation [2].
The incident power Φi is measured as:
Φi(λ ) =
hc
λ
N
∆λ
, (W/nm) (2.5)
By relating the incident power with the resulting power transfers, it is obtained the absorptance
defined by A(λ ), the transmittance T (λ ) and the ratio of scattered power B(λ ). They are equal to:
A(λ ) =
Φa
Φi
(2.6)
T (λ ) =
Φt
Φi
(2.7)
B(λ ) =
Φs
Φi
(2.8)
Dividing the previous result by the distance ∆r , as it approaches zero, the values are reduced
to coefficients which measure the losses per unit of distance. So the absorption coefficient a(λ )
and the scattering coefficient b(λ ) equal to:
a(λ ) =
dA(λ )
dr
, (m−1) (2.9)
b(λ ) =
dB(λ )
dr
, (m−1) (2.10)
With this, the total loss is expressed by the attenuation coefficient c(λ ) and equals to:
c(λ ) = a(λ )+b(λ ), (m−1) (2.11)
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Another value that can be used is the single scattering albedo which defines the ratio of scat-
tering loss to total losses that is represented by ω0, and as the value:
ω0 =
b
c
(2.12)
In a closer overview on the energy losses, the power absorption occurs when the photon energy
is lost due to interaction with the water molecules or other particles. This energy is lost in the form
of heat, leading to an attenuation of the light signal.
Figure 2.4: Absorption of the EM spectrum in water.
As it can be observed in figure 2.4, the EM spectrum reveals a small gap in the visible light,
were the absorption is reasonably low, making the visible light a good transmitter in those values of
wavelength. This assumed value can variate depending on the type of water and its characteristics,
such as the suspended materials in it, the chlorophyll concentration, among others. In [1] it is
assumed that absorption seems to be lower in sea water between the 400nm and 505 nm, which
translates in the visible spectrum from the dark purple to the cyan light, but also stated further in
the same document that typical communication links are usually between 430 and 530 nm. But in
[17] it is announced that the spectral range goes from 450 and 550 nm, from deep blue to green
light, respectively. Again, this assumptions may variate depending on the characteristics of the
water.
The scattering happens when the photon’s path is changed due to the interaction with particles.
This result in a widening of the beam, in terms of space and time, making the light signal more
diffuse. This effect is strongly dependent of the turbidity of the water.
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Also as shown by figure 2.3, the beam loss from scattering Φs is dependent on the angle
ψ of deviation from the incident beam direction. As the scattering particles in ocean water are
randomly distributed, the radial angle of scattering is symmetric. With this, the angular distribution
of scattering, called the volume scattering phase function (VSF), is defined as:
β (ψ;λ ) = lim
∆r→0
lim
∆Ω→0
Φs(ψ;λ )
Φi(λ )∆r∆Ω
, (m−1sr−1) (2.13)
If β is integrated over all angles, a b(λ ) can be expressed as:
b(λ ) =
∫
4pi
β (ψ;λ )dΩ= 2pi
∫ pi
0
β (ψ;λ )sin(ψ)dψ (2.14)
In figure 2.5, it is possible to see the VSF as a probability distribution of scattering versus
angle.
Figure 2.5: Petzold VSF for various water types [2].
By analyzing the image, it is possible to note that VSF peaks at small angles, suggesting the
tendency of light to scatter at small angles as it propagates.
After analyzing the output optical power, it is given a view from the receiver. The received
optical power entering the receiver can be expressed as:
Preceiver = Ptransmitterτopticsτchannelτpointingτgeometric (2.15)
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Where τoptics is the loss from the receiver and transmitter optics, the τchannel is the loss ab-
sorption and scattering, the τpointing is the loss from angular and spatial misalignment between
transmitter and receiver and τgeometric is the geometric loss from the beam spreading.
Being the incident power described by I, over a path length r, the attenuation coefficient can
be used to describe the total loss. That said, the differential path loss is:
dI
dr
=−cI (2.16)
Integrating this expression it is obtained:
∫ I
I0
1
I
dI =−c
∫ r
0
dr⇒ ln(I)− ln(I0) =−cr (2.17)
When simplified, becomes the common expression for Beer’s Law-type loss:
I = I0 exp(−cr) (2.18)
This equation assumes that all scattered light is lost from the beam and that no multiplied
scattered light returns to the beam. In addition, the radiative transfer equation expresses the con-
servation of energy of an underwater beam of light. It takes into account losses and gains into the
central received beam. This equation takes the form of:
cos(θ)
dL
dz
=−cL+
∫
4pi
βLdΩ (2.19)
Where:
L(z,θ ,φ) =
Φ(z,θ ,φ)
∆A∆Ω
(2.20)
This L represents the radiance at depth z in the direction defined by the angles θ ,φ .
The geometric losses can be calculated as the ratio of receiver area to transmitter beam spot
area at the receiver. The surface area of a diffuse point source light field at the measurement
distance is calculated by:
Atx = piR2 tan(θ/2)2⇒ Atx = pi4 (Rθ)
2 (2.21)
The geometric loss can be expressed as:
τgeometric =
Prx
Ptx
=
D2rx
(Rθ)2
(2.22)
Lastly, the temporal dispersion can be problematic, since multiple scattering affects the tem-
poral dispersion of an impulse of light propagating through the water. This effect is illustrated in
figure 2.6. A common method to analyze this temporal response is to estimate it in the frequency
domain.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration showing how the multiple scattering in water affects the temporal disper-
sion of an impulse of light propagating through the water [2].
After this overall look on the physical behavior of light, the research is continued by reviewing
other works in the area.
2.2.2 Related Work
The pretended approach to this work is to develop and implement an LED-based underwater com-
munication module. Many works and ideas have been done in this area of research and some
have the pretended characteristics. This section reviews the systems that are the most relevant to
this dissertation. This review will be mainly focused on experimental works, and the prototypes
created ever since. It is hoped that, in the end of this section of this review, a solid idea of the
system and their many components is reached. It starts by analyzing [21], where the author, using
LEDs as a laser, with wavelengths of 660 nm and 450 nm and off-the-shelf components, achieves,
in clear, dark waters, a communication rate of 10 Mbps over ranges of 20 meters.
In [22], it is used an amplifier to drive a 1-W LED with a 10BaseT Ethernet signal and a PD as
a receiver also with a 10BaseT. It was tested in a tank with 4.6 meters of distance, with successful
results. It is extrapolated that the system is possible to reach up to 16 meters.
In both [23, 24] the author tried to calculate the power required to maintain a bit error rate
(BER) of 10−6 for many distances and speeds. His model used the Beer’s Law to combine the
losses of absorption and scattering. He was able to compute a required transmit power of 300
mW a data rate of 10 Mbps over 100 meters. It was also admitted that effects such as multipath
and signal spreading was irrelevant to speed down to 10 Mbps. Their structure used six LEDs
transmitting in a wide angle of 2pi .
A small optical communications transceiver was designed by [12] with the idea of using this to
control a swarm of submersible robots. To do this, a physical (PHY) layer based on the MCP2120
IrDA encoder/decoder chip was used. The receiver was a PD with a MAX3120 for amplification
and filtering. It used LEDs with wavelengths of 460, 490 and 520 nm. With a UART transmit-
ting at 57.6 kbps, the tests made in air achieved 1.71, 2.02 and 1.49 meters, to each wavelength
respectively, and in water all of them achieved 1.7 meters of range.
In both [26, 27], a commercial solution to establish communication, the Ambalux modem [28]
(a more detailed description will be given further in this document) is presented. The tests were
performed in a lake in Canada and in a pool, obtaining a 9.69 Mbps at 11 meters and 8.2 Mbps at
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21 meters, respectively. It was also presented a prototype of a spherical transmitter and receiver,
projected to obtain transmitting data-rates of 20 Mbps over 11 meters, although it only achieved
the 115kbps over 15 meters. After some improvements in software, it was able of reach 1.5 Mbps.
In [14], it is used a 405-nm laser for transmission and the miniature Hamamatsu R7400U
photomultiplier (PMT) in conjunction with a variable gain amplifier (VGA) on the receiving side.
The system is tested using a water tank with reliable communication at 500 kbps in distance of
3.66 meters width.
It was demonstrated in [29] that a laser-based system was capable of error-free data rates of 1
Gbps over a 2 meters path in a water-filled pipe. The system uses a 7 mW, to generate a 532 nm
laser. It was use an avalanche photo-diode (APD) as a receiver.
In [30], it was built a glass sphere to improve the field of view of the receiver, which also
housed a PMT, and used an external power source to feed the output signal to an external digitizer.
The system was able to communicate at rates up to 5 Mbps and distances up to 200 meters in
deep clear waters in Bermuda, and in shallow murky waters achieved 2.5 Mbps over 40 meters at
Woods Hole dock, in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, USA.
The [31] created 3 distinguish models, a long range modem, a short range modem and a hybrid
one, where only the components complexity differs between them. It was able to achieve an error-
free communication at 4 Mbps over 2.2 meters and 2.4 meters, with a wavelength of 470 nm and
532 nm, respectively. In the short range and hybrid the receptor used a PD, and in the long range
was used an APD.
In [32] it was proposed a two-transmitter two-receiver spatial diversity system that used a 200
mW, 405 nm laser together with a beam splitter to generate two parallel optical beams. The lenses
are used to focus the light for two amplified photo detectors. It was transmitted through a water
tank where it was previously injected bubbles to generate interruptions of the optical beam. It is
shown that the setup, using a data rate of 500 kbps, reduces fading-induced errors by a factor of
10, when compared to a single 200 mW transmitter, single-detector system.
The system projected in [15], implements a unidirectional communication system using a
light engine that consumes 4.8 W, has 465 nm of wavelength and uses a PD as a receptor. It uses
a MOSFET as a driver for the LEDs. The communication is made with OOK modulation and
achieves a 1 Mbps communications over 13 meters of distance, with no errors.
In [33] it transmits data through a water tank using a 3-W LED at 470 and 525 nm. It is
used two setups: in one, they transmit over a length of 3 meters through turbid water, and in the
other they transmit over a length of 7.7 meters through less turbid water (one to two attenuation
lengths). A PMT is used to receive the first signal and a PD to receive the second signal. Their
system achieves 5 Mbps throughput.
Another reference is [34] who presents an improvement of [31] by making a bidirectional
version, called AquaOptical II, which uses 18 LEDs and the same APD as the previous version.
The LEDs transmit at a wavelength of 470 nm with a total transmit power of 20W. An FPGA
is used for PHY processing, and an ARM7TDMI processor handles the MAC and provides an
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external 10 Mbps Ethernet interface. The communication has a data rate of 4Mbps at a distance of
up to 50 m in a pool. In a laboratory setting transmitting through air it is 32 Mbps.
In both [35, 36] is described an optical telemetry system (OTS) with which it downloaded 20
MB of data over a 5 Mbps link at a range of 80 meters. It reports communications at a data rate
of 10 Mpps at a distance of 108 meters, 5 Mbps at distances of up to 128 meters, and 1 Mbps at
distances of up to 138 meters.
In [37] the author tries a different approach by designing a more efficient transmitter and
receiver. With an array of 7 LEDs to the transmitter, and 7 PD for the receiver, displayed in the
form of a truncated hexagonal pyramid structure with a special lens, the transmitted light gets more
focused and the received light can be captured more efficiently, obtaining a quasi-omnidirectional
transmitter and receiver.
Document [38] gives a continuation work on the AquaOptical project [31, 34], which uses the
developed hardware, and its upgrades resulting in the AquaOptical II. Also in this paper, by using
the AquaOptical II, a base signal strength model to end-to-end communications is projected. It is
a great literature that reviews all the recent works done in the area.
In [39], using a laboratory set-up, it was investigated the impact of background noise on the
receiver in shallow waters. It was used a 2.5 meters test pool to study the effect. The two transmit-
ters used LEDs, but the receiver was constituted by an APD and a PD. For this experiment it was
obtained, using Manchester Coding 6.25 Mbps, 12.5 Mbps using NRZ 8b/10b code and 58 Mbps
with DMT. It was estimated that maximum distance was around the 60 meters in clear water and
10 meters in murky.
Now, it will be shown some of the commercial solution available, for underwater optical wire-
less communication.
As referred before, the Ambalux Corporation [28] manufactures modems that establish com-
munication point-to-point, capable of achieving 10 Mbps and up to 40 meters range. The interface
is 10BaseT Ethernet compatible allowing TPC/IP and UDP connections. The transmitter con-
sumes up to 36 W and the receiver 7.2 W.
As a product from the investigation in [26, 27], the devices created by the author were posteri-
orly commercialized by the company Penguin Automated Systems, Inc. [40]. Same characteristics
of the developed device are considerate.
Another commercialized product is the Neptune, produced by SA Photonics [41], that is
claimed that it can achieve 250 Mbps over 200 meters, with a power consumption larger than
5 W.
From the work of [30], the company Sonardyne International Ltd. adopted the system along
with an LED-based model for near-surface communications. The product is the BlueComm [42]
and it claims that is capable to achieve up to 20 Mbps of data rate and up to 200 meters of range.
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2.3 Summary
This chapter presented the research work that has been done in underwater communications, be-
ginning with a reference on the underwater optical wireless communications. It was possible
to conclude that, in all the underwater communication methods, wireless communications are a
must-use solution and the optical communications are a new and promising method to make com-
munication links underwater. After all, this is an area that is still in investigation, for its incredible
benefits, but also its complex problems.
When studying the optical proprieties of water, it was clear that different environments, where
water visibility is not the ideal, will obviously limit the propagation of light, not only affecting the
speed of the connection, but also influencing the wavelength needed for the attenuation to remain
low.
In the review of other works, some knowledge was obtained about the architecture of the
system, their main components and what are the best materials to obtain the best, expected results,
and common errors and difficulties found in this area of work. With this acquired information, a
solid and studied design system can now be done.
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Chapter 3
Implementation
In this chapter it is presented the implementation and development of the underwater communica-
tion module prototype.
Initially, it is shown the proposed methodology for the implementation of the system, show-
ing the design and its constraints, the different layers that form the proposed module, specifying
the component selection, dimensioning and its design, ending with the display of the produced
prototype.
3.1 System Design
In the primary system design, shown in figure 3.1, it was intended that a pack of data would
be present in a computer and, by modulating this data into a light signal, it would be sent by a
transmitter (Tx), then this light signal would be captured by the receiver (Rx), and the end terminal
would demodulate and show the data.
Figure 3.1: Primary system design overview.
After some development, the more detailed redesign solution in figure 3.2 was achieved. It
is similar to the initial one, where a computer terminal tries to communicate with a peer, using
the optical channel, but it is intended that the computer communicates with a micro-controller
that connects to the computer (PC) and the Tx/Rx via serial communication. Also, after some
considerations, the design would be physically able of establish bidirectional communications
with two distinct colors.
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Figure 3.2: Detailed system design.
3.1.1 Design Constraints
The reviews that were made show that underwater optical wireless communication is a viable solu-
tion to be implemented in an operational platform, such as an AUV, for communication purposes.
So, if it is pretended to implement a module in an AUV, some standard necessities must be taken
into account. Because an AUV is an autonomous vehicle that operates in an underwater environ-
ment, the device that will be attached to it, in addition to the full protection of the electronics from
water, which has to be assured, must be as efficient as possible, mainly in terms of energy, and
also have a small physical size. For that reason, these initial simple requirements are noted:
1. Maximum range - up to 5 meters;
2. High data-rate - at 1Mbps;
3. Low power - below the 5W;
4. Small size - relatively smaller than 15 centimeter long;
5. Low weight - made with light materials; and
6. Low complexity - simple and modular.
There are other requirements, such as a low-cost solution, that could be considered, but for
the purpose of this dissertation, these will be somewhat overlooked, making the choice based on
common sense.
3.2 Optical Transmitter - Tx
With the optical transmitter, it is pretended to design a circuit that is capable to output as much
light as possible. This operation will be done through a driver that feeds the chosen light source
to obtain the maximum performance of it, to be able to achieve a wide range. The data rate will
also be limited by the time response of the components that the transmitter is made of, so a studied
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selection for the module components is advised. Figure 3.3 gives a simple view of the optimal
solution.
Figure 3.3: Simple Tx system design.
In the following subsections, a study and some functional tests will be performed to better
choose the best light source and adequate driver for it.
3.2.1 Light Source
Since one of the objectives of this dissertation was the creation of a LED-based system, primarily
it was necessary to decide a light source for the transmitter. Two possibilities for a general LED-
based light engine were considered: a diffuse light source, available as a LED or a concentrated
beam, as a laser, in this case a laser diode (LD).
Between the two choices, the diffuse LED light source was considered as a more appealing
solution. Although using a LD would be efficient since it has a narrower EM spectrum, higher
light intensity at long distances and faster switching speed, the LD presents a complex problem of
misalignment at long distances, and a diffuse light engine is able to adjust its light beam using an
optic, making it a much more versatile solution. Other issues regarding the LD were also taken
into account, such as a higher power consumption and a much greater cost.
The light source for the Tx ended up to be high-power LEDs, where characteristics such as
small size, high-brightness, narrow EM spectrum and other optical features were desirable. Also,
the existence of the three colors (blue at 470 nm, cyan at 505 nm and green at 530 nm) originally
pretended would be an advantage.
Figure 3.4: A MCPCB
with green LUXEON Rebel
LEDs.
For these reasons, for the initial testing and understanding of
the system, it was only used LUXEON Rebel green LEDs, shown
in figure 3.4, since it was available an example of these LEDs (pro-
vided by INESC TEC) and these met up the principal necessities
described before.
Table 3.1 shows some of the most relevant information about
the LUXEON Rebel LEDs, distributed according to their light
color. Since the seven LEDs are connected in series, to obtain
the maximum output of light, but still respecting the typical data-
sheet values, it is necessary to supply about 20.3V at 700mA. But
since one of the objectives is to be implemented in an operational
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base or an AUV, the LEDs supply will be set to more typical values of 24V at 700mA (which cor-
responds to two batteries of 12V), with the remaining voltage been dissipated by a dimensioned
resistor, indicated for this operation.
Because the system is supposed to be controlled by a micro-controller, the switching signal
respects the transistor-transistor logic (TTL) levels. So it was necessary to dimension a LED driver
that was able to switch the LEDs at the necessary frequencies and, at the same time, supplying the
necessary current and voltage they require.
Table 3.1: Electrical and spectral characteristics of the LUXEON Rebel LEDs.
Component TypicalVoltage (V)
Typical Drive
Current (mA)
Typical
Wavelength (nm)
Green: LXML - PM01 2.9 700 530
Cyan: LXML - PE01 2.9 700 505
Blue: LXML - PB01 2.95 700 470
As referred, although with the sample there was no optical lens available for testing, for the
final prototype it is intended to use some optical device to increase and optimize the light output
of the 7 LEDs.
3.2.2 Light Source Driver
As explained previously, it is expected that the signal respects the TTL, meaning that it will vary
between 0V and 5V (depending if the bit value is ’0’ or ’1’, respectively).
Figure 3.5: Primary driver
design.
There are some driver solutions available in the market that
can drive these kind of high-brightness LEDs, just like the previ-
ously used, but for this application in this dissertation, the LEDs
must be switched in the highest frequency rate as possible, main-
taining a maximum throughput power at the same time. Although
commercially there are some solutions to drive this sort of LEDs
with high power outputs pretended or with relative high frequency
switches, finding a solution that can perform both operations at the
same time is another issue. The solutions presented in the market
are too complex, large in size or inefficient. For those reasons,
it was considered more beneficial to design an appropriate LED
driver for this application, which is capable of meeting the requi-
sites, while maintaining a simple complexity.
One of the initial ideas was to control the high current supply
of the LEDs through a transistor. There are many types of transis-
tors that could perform the pretended function (BJT, JFET, IGBT
and more), but for this kind of application, precisely because of the high current and relatively
high voltage to control, a MOSFET was considered a more logical choice, not only because of its
low cost, with a small size and a fast response time but also because a micro-controller, by default,
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is not able to produce a high current, and a MOSFET is able to operate using a signal with low
current, needing just to be controlled mainly by the voltage applied to the gate.
The idea is that a command signal is applied to the gate of the MOSFET. If the signal is at
+5V, the LEDs turn on and when the signal is at 0V the LEDs turn off. The proposed LED driver,
as shown in the circuit 3.5, is consisted of a MOSFET, where the drive signal is applied to the gate,
the 24V and the LEDs are connected to the drain and the ground to the source.
After some primary considerations, an additional resistor was placed between the 24V and the
LEDs to protect the LEDs and to dissipate the residual power that typically remain from the LEDs.
The value of the LEDs load resistance RL is obtained:
VL = RLI f ⇔ RL = VLI f ⇔ RL =
Vsupply−Vf
I f
⇒ RL = 24− (2.9×7)700×10−3 ≈ 5.3Ω (3.1)
And RL must be able to dissipate a power of:
PL = I f 2RL⇒ PL = (700×10−3)2×5.3≈ 2.6W (3.2)
The value of the current I f , used in the previous calculation, was established by the datasheet
in order to ensure that the device could sustain the worst case scenario: a continuous transmission
at full power.
3.2.3 Transmitter Tests
For these first tests, to analyze the behavior of the LEDs and check if the concept would work, it
was used some power and switch MOSFETs available in the DEEC.
For this first stage tests, the input signal is created by a function generator that outputs a square
wave that operates between the +5V and 0V. The objective was to see the delays generated by the
transistors and to study their behavior at different signal frequencies. To achieve this goal, a test
setup, as shown in figure 3.6, was assembled.
Figure 3.6: The test setup for the MOSFET testing.
Initially, it was assumed that MOSFETs for power applications, although able to switch greater
power loads, they would only be capable of producing slower response times.
By using a sample founded in the laboratory, in this case the P30NF10, it is visible in the print
3.7, the influence of the slow response time in a transmission.
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Figure 3.7: P30NF10 response time test: F = 1MHz, T = 250ns.
So, since the pretended operation frequencies demand a fast switching speed, a more appropri-
ate MOSFET for these operations is needed. The challenge behind this type of switching MOS-
FET, is to find a sample that can bear the supply voltage and drive current.
In order to test the concept the BS170, which is a more appropriate MOSFET for this applica-
tion, was used. However in the future, a more considered choice will be made, since this MOSFET
is not capable of supporting the necessary 24V of voltage supply and 1A of drive current.
In figure 3.8, it is possible to see that the BS170 is capable of following the transmission signal,
with a considerable small delay along the broadcast.
Figure 3.8: BS170 response time test: F = 1MHz, T = 250ns.
Based in the work done by [15], it was also the possibility of using a MOSFET driver was also
explored, in order to increase the current of the transmission signal inserted in the MOSFET’s gate.
This is a desirable amplification because if a higher current is injected in the MOSFET’s gate, the
intrinsic capacities of the MOSFET would be saturated, which could decrease the commutation
delay produced by it.
In figure 3.9, it is shown a possible circuit, that would work based on a MOSFET driver. The
complexity of this layout is higher, comparing with the previous scheme, but still relatively simple.
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Figure 3.9: Setup scheme for Tx with MOSFET driver.
Despite of its advantages this option was overlooked, since the delay produced by this driver,
in the output, was superior in comparison to time gain by charging the MOSFET capacitance.
3.3 Optical Receiver - Rx
Just like the optical transmitter, it is also necessary to design another important component of the
system, the optical receiver. Basically, as shown in 3.10, this part has to be capable of capturing
the emitted light signal, transmitted by the Tx, through a photo-receiver. Then the light signal
sent, passes through some processing to be able to retrieve the original message. This block is one
of the most complex and important parts of the system, because not only the response time of the
layer is important, again, not to limit the data rate, but also the receiver must be able to receive the
light of the signal ignoring the ambiance light that adds noise to the transmitted signal.
Figure 3.10: Simple Rx system design.
In this section it will be described the selection of the photo-receiver, the many stages of the
acquisition and processing of the received signal, and testing each element of it, finalizing with a
test to the all receiver layer.
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3.3.1 Photo-Receiver
For this part choice, it can end up to be a simple photo-resistor, a PD, a photo-transistor, a PMT
or even an APD. In other reviewed works, the detectors that generally are chosen the most are
the PD, APD and the PMT because of their optical sensibility and their fast response time, so the
choice will rely on these three possibilities.
In a first approach, the PMT loses its utility and interest for this work, since it has highest
power consumption of all the detectors mentioned, a considerable large size, has a very high cost
and applying it in scenarios with some ambient light it would be hard to filter the signal from the
noise, since it is a very sensitive sensor.
In the last years, there have been some developments in the PD and the APD, and the recent
blue/green enhanced PD/APD seems to be a promising option because it is specially designed to
be more sensitive detector to the blue and green light, which is the range of wavelengths that it is
on the interests of this work.
Figure 3.11: The BPW34
photo-diode.
Despite the similarities between the PD and the APD regard-
ing their small size and fast response time, the APD internal gain
makes it more vulnerable to the interference of ambiance light,
while the gain of the PD can be obtained through amplification
and filtering of the received signal, making it a more configurable
choice.
Since the decision ended up to be PD, once more, for the initial
study and understanding of the system, and because of the avail-
ability of the components (also provided by INESC TEC), it was
used the PD BPW34 (figure 3.11). Although it does not have the
blue/green enhancement characteristic (its sensibility is higher in the infrared (IR) region), its high
speed photo detection was considered an important feature to be studied. For the final prototype
that enhancement characteristic will be searched.
For the high speed application pretended, the PD must be supplied with a reverse bias. The
datasheet of the component shows that at 12V the response time is very acceptable, since the diode
capacitance is lower, and the reverse light current is close to maximum.
3.3.2 Acquisition and Processing of the Signal
In this block the main function is to receive the analog signal provided by the photo-receiver and to
try to restore the original message sent. As represented in the scheme 3.10, it is composed by three
main functions, the first is responsible for converting the current produced by the PD to voltage,
then it filters the signal and amplifies it, and finally tries to convert the analog signal into a digital
one, through a comparator.
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3.3.2.1 Transimpedance Amplifier
The first step of the processing of the signal is to convert the current generated by the PD to a
voltage signal. For this step it is necessary to lookup for a solution that receives the signal and
makes the conversion with the smallest delay possible, in order to not damage the response time
of the system. For this reason it was searched solutions for an active current-to-voltage converter,
proper for high speed detection.
Figure 3.12: Example of a
TIA.
For these reasons it was implemented a transimpedance am-
plifier (TIA), that is basically a feedback resistor crosswise an op-
erational amplifier (OP-AMP). Since the importance of this block
is to execute its operation as fast possible, it requires a very fast
OP-AMP, and also a weighted feedback resistor, because if this
component is too high it gives a higher gain to the circuit but a
slower response. Any additional components inserted in the active
circuitry, like capacitors to cleanse the signal, will also delay the
response time.
As it can be deduced by the figure 3.12, the output voltage VT IA
can be calculated by:
VT IA = R f IPD (3.3)
With it is possible to assume that the TIA gain is equal to the value R f . If there is any value
of C f the output voltage will not change, it will only interfere by inducing delay to the signal and
reduces the VT IA overshoot, as previously explained.
For this block it is necessary to have an OP-AMP with a relatively high slew rate and wide
supply range. It was founded a sample of the THS4631 that covered these major parameters, so it
was used for the initial tests. Additionally in the datasheet of the THS4631, it was found a table
that contained some recommended values for the R f and C f , and their limitations according their
values.
In order to obtain the best performance in terms of response time, it was determined to use a
R f = 10kΩ, so that, according to the information on the refereed table, in the worst case scenario
the system is able to transmit at a bandwidth of 5.5MHz. The values of C f would be tested
experimentally by using three different capacitor values described in the datasheet of 2pF, 2.2pF
and 3pF.
3.3.2.2 Filter and Amplification of the Signal
After the input current signal is converted into voltage, it requires an amplification for the small
signal that outputs of the TIA. This is an asset as with this gain, even transmitted signal that
are attenuated by the elements and the distance between the Tx and Rx might be received and
acknowledge, resulting in an increase of the range of transmission. The configuration of this
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amplifier will be inverting, in order to invert the received signal from the TIA, retrieving the
original message as sent.
Additionally, in order to clear the analog signal from interferences, and other effects like am-
biance light, it will be implemented an active bandpass filter (BPF) that is capable of filtering the
signal in some determined frequencies. It was preferred to use a bandpass because some of the
ambiance light goes either in the region of high frequencies but also to the low ones.
Figure 3.13: BPF configuration.
The configuration of the amplifier is shown in
scheme 3.13. As it can be seen, a gain AF is generated,
and in the first part the pair R1 and C1 are responsible for
the high-pass of the filter, and the pair R2, C2 is respon-
sible for the low-pass of the frequencies, meaning any
frequency of transmission lower than fc1, or higher than
fc2, will be cut-off. The values of the elements can be
calculated by:
For this amplification and filtering of the signal, once again a fast amplifier is required that is
able of make the operation without delaying the response time. By searching he available AMP-
OPs for testing, the AD8041 seem to be a suitable choice due to its fast response time with a
bandwidth up to 160MHz and a rail-to-rail topology for simplifying the supply, needing just 5V
to thee circuitry.
AF =
VF
VT IA
=−R2
R1
(3.4)

fc1 = 12piR1C1
fc2 = 12piR2C2
fc1 < fc2
(3.5)
The passive components value were obtained through calculation. It is started to characterize
the current created by the PD. According to the information extracted from the datasheet the
reverse light current IPD variates between the minimum 40µA and can reach the 75µA, also the
reverse dark current IPDdark , that can be considered residual noise, in the worst case scenario reaches
the 30nA. After passing the R f from the TIA the voltage of the signal reaches the 400mV ≤VT IA ≤
750mV , and VT IAdark = 0.3mV .
For the first step the amplification will be dealt with. Since the incoming signal even if is in its
minimum power is in the interest of this work to be processed the gain will be adjust according to
the estimated VT IAmin = 400mV to achieve a reasonable value. So the gain was calculated so VT IAmin
after been amplified reaches the 5V (it was calculated the absolute values):
VFmin = 5V = AFVT IAmin ⇔ AF =
5
400m
= 12.5 (3.6)
With this gain the voltage output of the BPF is 5V ≤ VF ≤ 9.375V , and the noise can reach
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the VFdark = 3.75mV , which is an acceptable difference between them. Now that the gain value is
determined the BPF resistor can be assigned. To simplify the calculations it was assumed that the
R2 was 1kΩ, so the value of R1 is calculated:
AF =
R2
R1
= 12.5⇔ R1 = 1k12.5 = 80Ω (3.7)
With the resistors already dimensioned it is necessary to dimension the capacitors, and for that
the cut-off frequencies must be established. This values will determine the interval were the signal
is not attenuated by the filter, so the frequencies stipulated are 1.6kHz, to eliminate low frequency
light noise, and 10MHz since it eliminates the higher frequency light noise, although it will also
limit the system to that frequency, for this work purpose it was assumed to be an acceptable data-
rate limit. Finally the values of C1 and C2 can be calculated: fc1 = 1.6kHz = 12piR1C1fc2 = 10MHz = 12piR2C2 ⇔
C1 = 12pi·80·1.6k ≈ 1.2µFC2 = 12pi·1k·10M ≈ 16pF (3.8)
With this circuit configuration, the transfer function of the filter resumes to:
H(s) =−
R2· 1s·C2
R2+ 1s·C2
R1 + 1s·C1
(3.9)
By making the calculation with the help of MATLAB, substituting the components of the
transfer function by their values and by plotting the resulted equation, it is possible to simulate
and analyze the behavior of the filter along the frequency domain. In figure 3.14 it is possible to
see the tracing of the frequency response of the filter with a Bode plot.
As it can be seen, between the two cut-off frequencies, in the active bandwidth area of the
filter, the signal should not be attenuated, have an insignificant phase shift, and it should transmit
at its full power. When the frequencies get near to the cut-off region, the signal begins to suffer
from attenuation and phase shifting, depending if it is a low or high frequency. If the frequency
gets close to the low region of fc1, the signal is ahead of its time, and if the frequency is near the
high region of fc2 the signal starts suffering from delay. For the testing, it should be tested the
behavior of the filter inside the active zone, near the cut-off frequencies, and out of the active area.
3.3.2.3 Comparator
Finally this final block is responsible for the reconstruction of the initial signal. Since the original
transmitted signal was a square wave that respects the TTL, which mean that has an amplitude of
0V or 5V, the objective is that in the end this block shows exactly the same signal but with some
delay originated by the system components.
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Figure 3.14: Frequency response of the BPF
Figure 3.15: Comparator lay-
out.
For this operation a simple comparator was chosen. The basic
function of this element is when it receives the signal generated
by the previous blocks VF it compares to a voltage reference value
Vre f . If value of VF is superior than the reference, the output value
of the comparator is a logical ’1’ which corresponds to a voltage
value of the positive supply of the comparator, if in the other case
VF is inferior comparing with the Vre f , its logical output becomes
a ’0’, corresponding to a negative supply output.
For the selection of this component, some important features must be taken into account. The
main attributes to consider are the response time of the comparator that, as the other selected
components, must be as fast as possible, and a single power supply of 5V is also important for the
output be limited for the pretended values. An AMP-OP could be used to perform the comparators
function, but because of the reasons described before, and the ease of accessibility, it was chosen
to utilize the comparator AD8561 since is the proper device for this application and meets the
pretended requirements.
The Vre f will be obtained through a voltage divider, that can be regulated with a potentiometer
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or with resistors. The only requirement for this voltage divider is that must be able of achieve an
output voltage value lower of the estimated VTmin . Although there are risks associated to the choice
of Vre f , if the threshold is too close to the VTmin there can be flaws in the output signal, but if the
threshold is to low the ambiance light associate to the dark current noise can affect the output. So
a weighted Vre f must be chosen, and adjusted if necessary.
3.3.3 Receiver Tests
3.3.3.1 Initial Setup and Problematics
The receiver tests were divided by its block functions and tested each part separately. The first part
to test in the receiver is to test the TIA, and for that purpose, it was intended to use a simple rail
structure, where would be a light source assembled in one end and connected to the already tested
Tx circuit, and in the other end would have the chosen PD that would be connected to the TIA.
This test setup is exhibited in figure 3.16, outputting a blue light.
Figure 3.16: Initial Rx test setup.
This light source, that was intended to be used, is an underwater light, that had an RGB LED
in the interior, that is controlled by a remote control to variate its color output. The reasons to
choose this light source as a transmitter was to study and observe the behavior of the PD and the
output of the TIA, with different light spectrum transmissions. The problem of this approach is
the light source intended to use initially for the testing, seems that it could not keep up with the
transmission speed intended to use.
Another problem occurred, when through the measurements made on the oscilloscope, a very
high interference was produced by the function generator in the Tx part, which was an unpre-
dictable result since there were no common connections between the Tx and Rx. They were
working like independent parts. It was observed that this interference was created by the rail it-
self, probably because of the physical connection between the light source and the rail, and the
high power commutation of the Tx, it created a kind of an antenna, which was responsible for the
noisy interference. Also the long thin cable that was connected to the PD also contributed for the
noisy transmission.
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3.3.3.2 Transimpedance Amplifier
So a more simple and direct setup was created to be able to acquire the transmission as shown in
figure 3.17, by using the already tested Tx. Although this setup is more limited, since it cannot
test the range with precision, it permits to better testing the TIA time response.
Figure 3.17: The final test setup for the TIA testing.
This simple test is performed by placing the Tx and the "Rx" in a fixed position, where a
plausible transmission might occur, and test the output of the TIA with some advisable values for
the resistors and capacitors, at different transmission frequencies of 100kHz, 500kHz and 1MHz.
The values of the resistors used were 10kΩ and 100kΩ, and the capacitors values were 1.8pF ,
2.2pF , 2.7pF and 3.3pF .
In a first approach, the output gain was studied by testing the TIA using only the feedback
resistor. As it can be seen in the prints 3.18, the gain of the TIA, is ten times greater with the
100kΩ resistor, as it could be predicted.
(a) R f = 10kΩ. (b) R f = 100kΩ.
Figure 3.18: Feedback resistor comparison: F = 100kHz, without CpF .
Although a higher gain can be seen as an asset, with a bigger feedback resistor, the greater
is the delay generated by it, since the RC time constant τ (expressed in seconds) is related to the
resistance of a circuit:
τ = RC (3.10)
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In addition, as it can be seen in the prints 3.19a, at a frequency of 1MHz, the output signal,
even without a capacitor that could extend the delay, the signal is highly affected. Although that
at a first sight at 3.18b, seems that it does not need to be filtered, if a capacitor is placed, as figure
3.19b shows, the signal becomes almost impossible to be reconstructed, making it impracticable.
(a) Without C f . (b) C f = 1.8pF .
Figure 3.19: Time response of the TIA with high gain: F = 1MHz, R f = 100kΩ.
Because of this visible delay, it was assumed that using a feedback resistor of 10kΩ would
end up being the best option. Even thought, the output signal of the TIA at 1MHz requires some
filtering, as it can be concluded with figure 3.20.
Figure 3.20: Output signal of TIA: F = 1MHz, R f = 10kΩ, without C f .
The next step for the TIA testing only the feedback resistor of value 10kΩ was used, varying
only the values of the feedback capacitors. Never forgetting that the TIA delay is always depen-
dent of equation 3.10, which means the larger the capacitor, the higher the delay. In the lower
frequencies tested, the delay generated by the capacitors is not entirely perceptible, the only sig-
nificant difference is in the output noise of the signal. The larger the capacitance, the less noise
remains in the output signal, as it can be assumed by the prints 3.21.
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(a) C f = 1.8p f . (b) C f = 2.2pF .
(c) C f = 2.7pF . (d) C f = 3.3pF .
Figure 3.21: Time response of the TIA: F = 100kHz, R f = 10kΩ.
By critically analyze and compare with 3.18a, the results in 3.21, at 100kHz, it was considered
the best result were the 2.2pF and 2.7pF capacitances, the figures 3.21b and 3.21c respectively.
Figure 3.22: Output signal of TIA: F = 500kHz, R f = 10kΩ, without C f .
At the transmission frequency of 500kHz in figure 3.22, it is noticeable the signal slowing
down and the noise still remaining, and with the capacitors the delay begins to increase, although
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there are not very significant variations between capacitances, being the noise remove factor more
preponderant, as shown in figure 3.23.
(a) C f = 1.8p f . (b) C f = 2.2pF .
(c) C f = 2.7pF . (d) C f = 3.3pF .
Figure 3.23: Time response of the TIA: F = 500kHz, R f = 10kΩ.
Again by analyzing the figure 3.23, the responses of 3.23b and 3.23c seem to be the better
results.
Finally, the TIA is tested at 1MHz, where an improvement must be done to the output signal
represented in figure 3.20. In the prints presented in 3.24 are displayed the results from the various
capacitors.
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(a) C f = 1.8p f . (b) C f = 2.2pF .
(c) C f = 2.7pF . (d) C f = 3.3pF .
Figure 3.24: Time response of the TIA: F = 1MHz, R f = 10kΩ.
At this frequency, the response times are at their lowest obtaining the highest delay. In the
print 3.24d, although it might show a more filtered output, the delay displayed in the fall time is
too high to be considerate a viable choice. Taking into account all the previous tests and this last
one, it seems that the print 3.24b, with a capacitor value of 2.2pF is the most viable choice for
the feedback capacitor of the TIA. With these tests, it is possible now to present the recommended
features for the TIA, as shown in table 3.2.
Table 3.2: TIA block specifications.
Transimpedance Amplifier
Component THS4631
Power Supply (VS+,VS−) +12V, -12V
Feedback Resistor (R f ) 10kΩ
Feedback Capacitor (C f ) 2.2pF
3.3.3.3 Bandpass Filter
The next block of the processing is the BPF, and as explained previously the objective of this test
is to analyze the behavior of the output signal by changing the frequency of the input transmission
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and detect functional results, as when the magnitude of the signal declines and if the phase shifts.
Just as argued in the past subsection 3.3.2.2, it was believed that using a single supplied ampli-
fier for the filter, would be more beneficial, since it simplifies the supply necessities and limit the
output for the desired levels, but in very first tests, the output signal was not remotely the expected,
since the single supply distorted the filtered output, where an input sinusoidal wave did not have
the desired magnitude output, and phase shifts were not visible. Luckily, the chosen amplifier was
able to withstand single a dual supplies of +5V and -5V, which would allow to obtain the desire
output.
For that reason, a setup similar to the figure 3.25 was arranged.
Figure 3.25: Test setup for the BPF testing.
Due to the absence of components with the proposed value to obtain the precise cutoff fre-
quencies, for these tests it was used components with similar value to approximate as close as
possible of the ideal values. The values of the components for these tests and respective cutoff
frequencies are:

R1 = 100Ω
R2 = 1kΩ
C1 = 1µF
C2 = 18pF
⇒
 fc1 ≈ 1.6kHzfc2 ≈ 8.8MHz (3.11)
The first frequency tested was at 1MHz, because it is one of the pretended transmission fre-
quency rates and also has been used as a base test frequency all along the work. The resulting
output wave is shown in figure 3.26
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Figure 3.26: BPF output at 1MHz
As it may be assumed, at a first sight the output signal has the pretended magnitude and right
phase, since it is an inverting filter, but is difficult to see the delay caused by it. Because of that
problem, the prints of the oscilloscope were inverted to enable a better time response perception.
Figure 3.27: BPF at 1MHz with inverted output.
Now in figure 3.27 it is possible to clearly see that the output is suffering from a natural delay,
since this frequency is closer to the region of high cutoff frequency. It is confirmed that the closer
it gets from this region the greater the delay from the filter, as shown in figure 3.28, where the
input is a 5MHz signal. As also can be seen the magnitude of the signal is affected as well.
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Figure 3.28: BPF inverted output at 5MHz
But eventually, if the signal reaches or surpasses the cutoff limit region, the magnitude of the
signal is highly attenuated and the phase is completely shifted, as it is possible to see in figure
3.29, where the input signal is filtrated.
Figure 3.29: BPF inverted output at 10MHz
Then, if a signal approximates the high frequency cutoff region suffers from a delay, contrary,
if a signal dislocates to the low frequency cutoff region the output is in advanced. The figure 3.30
shows exactly this phenomenon, where the output trace is ahead of the input trace.
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Figure 3.30: BPF inverted output at 10kHz
And just as at the high frequency cutoff region, at 1.6kHz the output signal suffers from high
attenuation in the magnitude, and gets in advance of the input signal, as can be concluded in figure
3.31.
Figure 3.31: BPF inverted output at 1.6kHz
With these tests it was possible to confirm that it works like it should and it was able to analyze
and predict the behavior of the filter in the range of frequencies. The possible specifications of the
BPF are shown in table 3.3.
Table 3.3: BPF block specifications.
Bandpass Filter
Component AD8041
Power Supply (VS+,VS−) +5V, -5V
High Pass Components (R1,C1) 100Ω,1.2µF
Low Pass Components (R2,C2) 1kΩ,2.2pF
3.3.3.4 Comparator
For this final block, to test the comparator, a very simple setup, as shown in figure 3.32, was
assembled to test its response.
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Figure 3.32: Test setup for the comparator testing.
Because the threshold was fixed as half of the supplied voltage, the resistors Rd1 and Rd2 must
be equal. Also the resistor Rp works as a pull-down resistor that is responsible to speed up the
comparator time response.
(a) T = 250ns. (b) T = 100ns.
Figure 3.33: Time response of the comparator at 1MHz.
As shown in the images of 3.33, the time response of the comparator is more than satisfactory,
the only detail to tune in the prototype is the threshold.
Table 3.4: Comparator block specifications.
Comparator
Component AD8561
Power Supply (VS+,VS−) +5V, 0V
Pull-Down Resistor (Rp) 10kΩ
Voltage Divider (Rd1,Rd2) 1kΩ,1kΩ
3.4 Physical Casing
As referred in the beginning of this dissertation, the main goal is to create a communication module
that is able to communicate in an underwater environment. In order to achieve this it was necessary
to create a waterproof casing to place all the electronic components inside. Additionally, it must
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satisfy the design constraints mentioned previously, by being a small and light casing structure,
but still robust enough to endure the water environment.
In figure 3.34 it is shown the initial idea for the casing prototype. This concept consists of two
parts that join by screwing them together, and with a spacing ring, an acrylic lens and a rubber
O-ring.
When tied up tightly it isolates its interior from water. The objective is to fit in the circuit parts
inside the casing, according to the specifications of it, and fix them to the structure somehow, while
supplying the operative voltage (namely the +24V and the GND), the Tx signal and to extract the
Rx through a cable that exits from the rear end of the casing.
Figure 3.34: Initial waterproof casing prototype.
The physical casing is internally restricted by a diameter of 40 millimeters and in order to
properly isolate the interior of the casing with the acrylic and the O-ring, has a limit for the length
of the internal stack of about 40 millimeters.
3.5 Proposed Prototype
For the final proposed prototype, the objective was to implement all the solutions studied and
mentioned previously, and create a circuitry layout suitable for the physical casing design that
would satisfy the main objectives and constraints of the module design.
For these reasons the prototype interior was divided by layers to make the Tx and Rx in the
same module embedded, and making a bidirectional communication module. In the scheme 3.35 it
is shown how the components of the optical transmitter and receiver are supposed to be connected,
each block represents a different layer of the circuitry module and their connection.
Figure 3.35: Communication module prototype scheme and its layers.
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During the conception of these layers, in order to improve the system overall performance, a
few changes were made in some layers, resulting in more than one version of the PCBs.
The following subsections describe the development of each layer, modifications made in the
components after the preliminary tests, the steps in the development of the printed circuit boards
(PCBs), ending with the assemble and connections of each of the layers.
3.5.1 LED Layer
Because it was intended to have two transmitters with distinct spectral output (different light
color), it was necessary to order some LEDs that matched the pretended requirements. Although it
was thought that the LUXEON Rebel LEDs, that were used as a light source in the earlier Tx tests,
would be the best choice for the light source of the prototype, after an extended market search the
choice of light source was reconsidered, choosing for the final prototype the Cree XLamp XP-E2
LEDs (figure 3.36b), a recent upgrade to the Cree XP-E LEDs series, these being a more radiant
type of LED, while maintaining the typical forward voltage and current values.
To maintain the choice of light colors, it was chosen the green and blue light, since the cyan
was not an available option by Cree. The characteristics of the chosen LEDs are shown in table
3.5.
Table 3.5: Electrical and spectral characteristics of the Cree XLamp XP-E2 LEDs.
Component TypicalVoltage (V)
Typical Drive
Current (mA)
Typical
Wavelength (nm)
Green: XPEBGR-L1-0000-00E01 3.5 700 520
Blue: XPEBBL-L1-0000-00201 3.25 700 465
(a) The 282 MCPCB for 7 cell optic (b) Cree XLamp XP-E2 LED (c) Cluster Concentrator Optic
Figure 3.36: Prototype light source components.
After the choice of the LEDs, it was necessary to find a circuit board proper for this type of
LEDs, that could handle their current, contribute for the heat dissipation and that would assemble
the LEDs in series. After some search it was found a company called Polymer Optics Ltd. that
offered some interesting choices, being one of them a metal-core printed circuit board (MCPCB)
proper for the Cree XP-E series, shown in figure 3.36a. But the most interesting feature provided
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by this company, is their offer of optical lenses appropriate to focus the light of each LED, and that
could properly fit into to their MCPCB. The chosen lens was a cluster concentrator optic, shown
in 3.36c, that should focus the wide output ray of light of the LEDs, into to concentrated beam of
light.
The only thing left to do with the light source, was to solder the LEDs to the MCPCB. At
first it was thought that the soldering of these components would not be such a complex task, but
because of the high heat dissipation of the MCPCB, and the location of the pads of the LEDs,
a traditional soldering was not possible to do since the solder never adhered to the cooper pads,
making it impossible to reach every part of the pads and to solder properly. For this reason, it was
necessary to find a way to solder the LEDs through a special process called reflow soldering, a
technique normally used in the industrial process for soldering surface-mount devices (SMDs).
Being this an industrial process, the faculty facilities could not provide the necessary tools
for the process, therefore some companies were contacted to see if it was possible to order the
soldering of the components. Unfortunately none of the companies contacted replied or gave a
reasonable offer, so some alternative methods to solder the LEDs were investigated. One of the
approaches was to use a heat-gun to heat up the MCPCB so that some solder paste could melt into
the pads with the LEDs, trying to create the reflow. But this method proved to be very ineffective
as the heat from the heat-gun was majorly dissipated in the air making it unable to heat the board
to the necessary temperature.
So in order to enhance the direct temperature of the aluminum MCPCB, it was used a hot plate
with temperature control, from the chemistry department, proper to heat up chemical solutions. By
using the plate and the solder paste, it was possible to create the pretended reflow that permitted
to solder the LEDs to the PCB.
Figure 3.37: Final assembled light source.
In the end the final result can be shown in figure 3.37, being obtained the intended result.
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3.5.2 PD Layer
The PD layer is the one responsible for receiving the light signal emitted by the transmitter, so
is one of the layers that must be as close as possible to the acrylic layer of the casing in order to
capture the maximum amount of light. As had already been said, one of the objectives was to use
the newly blue/green enhanced PD for this application, but the PDs tested earlier were optimized
to capture signal at the IR region of the spectrum. So a new market search was necessary to find a
solution that would offer the desired blue/green enhancement characteristic while retaining a high
speed response, such like the BPW34 earlier tested.
After some search, an ideal solution was found that had the two pretended requirements, the
BPW34-B. Been this component from the same series of the BPW34, this new model had an
enhanced blue sensitivity and an even faster response time than the previous one, making it a
preferable solution.
Because the PD layer needs to be as close as possible to the acrylic layer, in order to optimize
the light capture, a new problem was raised. With such a tight space, and this being occupied
majorly by the LED layer and its lens, making space for the PDs became a challenge. In order to
surpass this difficulty, it was design an idea of a detection ring composed of PDs all around it that
could fit in the hexagonal gaps of the cluster optic, enabling the reception without cutting totally
the receiver’s sight.
In figure 3.38 it is shown the final detection ring composed of six PDs. The PDs are connected
in parallel in order to sum all the currents generated by them.
Figure 3.38: Final assembly of the PD detection ring.
The signal captured by the ring is sent by a pair of cables, blue and green, as it can be seen in
the picture, to be connected to the other layers.
Although the PDs model used is the proposed, the optimal solution would be to use these PDs
but in its SMD packaging. Unfortunately, they were not available to be acquired in the pretended
period of time for this work.
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3.5.3 Tx Layer
The design of these Tx and Rx PCBs resemble the MCPCB’s size and shape, in order to produce
a better fit in the designed casing.
Also the Tx layer, like as been discussed, receives the input signal to be transmitted and drives
it to the LEDs, and since it has less components than the Rx layer it has more spare space.
First the components to be used here, after a market survey, for the MOSFET it will be used
PMF87EN since it can handle voltages up to 30V, currents up to 1A and is specially designed for
switching at high-speed applications.
Since the LEDs to be used are different, their forward voltage and current are also distinct, so
a new load resistor must be dimensioned. Attending to the values given by the datasheets of the
Cree XLamp XP-E2 LEDs forward voltage and current, the load resistors can be dimensioned:
VLblue = RLblueI f ⇔ RLblue =
VLblue
I f
⇔ RLblue =
Vsupply−Vfblue
I f
⇒ RLblue = 24−(3.25×7)700×10−3 ≈ 1.8Ω
VLgreen = RLgreenI f ⇔ RLgreen =
VLgreen
I f
⇔ RLgreen =
Vsupply−Vfgreen
I f
⇒ RLgreen = 24−(3.5×7)700×10−3 = 0Ω
(3.12)
As it can be deduced, the green light does not require any load resistor, and the RLblue must be
able to dissipate a power of:
PLblue = I f
2RLblue ⇒ PLblue = (700×10−3)
2×1.8≈ 0.9W (3.13)
Additionally, to protect the LEDs from induction charges and linearize the drain voltage, a
flyback diode was placed with the LEDs. The diode used was the Schottky diode PMEG4010ETR,
which can handle 40V and up to 1A. As mentioned, because of the spare space in this PCB there
were placed voltage regulators to generate the voltages needed in the Rx layer of 5V and 12V. The
first PCB of the Tx is displayed in figure 3.39.
Figure 3.39: First prototype of the Tx layer.
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One of the biggest problems was encountered right from the beginning, due to a printing error
at the workshop, was the fact that the PCB was printed in mirror, which forced to solder the
polarized and pin oriented components upside down. Fortunately, the pin-outs that connected the
Tx layer and the Rx layer maintained their initial logic and it was still usable.
But before this printing problem, the initial idea was to face all the components of the PCB
to the top, meaning that they would be faced against the bottom of the casing, in order to protect
the circuitry and to obtain a more solid assemble. However, due to this mirror defect, this ideal
construction was not possible. Adding to this, was the fact that the electrolytic capacitor presented
in the PCB could not fit in the casing, because it bumped against the bottom. To surpass this
difficulty an improvised through-hole capacitor was attached to the circuit, as shown in figure
3.40.
Figure 3.40: The improvised capacitor in the primary prototype.
Although the tested Tx PCB seemed to work like it should, in the way that it was able to switch
the LEDs at the pretended frequencies, the high power commutation of the MOSFET induced an
undesirable noise effect to the ground, affecting not only the output voltage of the regulators,
but also affecting the Rx layer, where the noise in the ground would interfere with the signal
acquisition. In addition to that, it was mentioned by the electronics workshop technician, that the
traces of the PCB in this first version were too thin and its design inefficient, making it harder to
work with and more susceptible to noise.
For all those reasons above it was decided to redesign a new Tx layer. In this new version, it
was tried to enhance the circuit’s behavior regarding the noise and, logically this time, a correct
printing of the PCB was desirable.
In this redesign a ground plane was included, since its usage is recommended for high speed
applications and being the intended frequency 1MHz it may attenuate the noise action in the
ground.
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Also some additional decoupling capacitor were included in all the integrated circuits (ICs),
such as in the regulators, according to their datasheet, in order to reduce their noise. For each it
was used a pair of ceramic and tantalum capacitors with a lower equivalent series resistance (ESR)
than the typical electrolytic capacitor, to boost the decoupling performance, and to ease the overall
PCB layout.
Finally the last change made to the circuitry was to include a MOSFET driver. Despite pre-
viously this was a discarded option, it was thought that with this driver a better isolation of the
ground from the MOSFET, and a smaller distortion of the Tx signal was possible. With a new
market search it was found the UCC27517 that looked like a viable option, since it is suitable for
the use with micro-controllers and is compatible with the TTL, working with a logic level signal of
3.3V or 5V, and as a fast response time (rounding about the 20ns) that does not induce a significant
delay to the transmitted signal. All the values of the gate resistor (represented by Rgate) where the
recommended from the datasheet.
In figure 3.41 it is shown the evolution and the differences of the first prototype and the final
version.
Figure 3.41: The primary Tx prototype on the left and the final Tx PCB on the right.
As it will be refereed later on this work, it was possible to achieve the possibility of have
only the circuitry working with a supply of -5V and +5V, which resulted in removing the +12V
regulator from the Tx layer, improving the system efficiency and simplicity. The negative voltage
converter was relocated to the Tx layer.
In the appendix A it is possible to examine more precisely the PCB schematic and its layout.
3.5.4 Rx Layer
Finally, in the Rx layer is where the most complex operation of receiving the light message, is pro-
cessed. Because of that, this layer has more components in it, to be able to perform the necessary
operations.
Just like the Tx layer, the Tx required more than one version to achieve an acceptable prototype
result. In the first approach, beginning with the TIA, the choice of components was maintained
the same (the THS4631 with the R f = 10kΩ and the C f = 2.2pF) as the previous tests, taking into
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account this same tests. In the BPF the amplifier used was changed, in order to avoid the necessity
of having an additional regulator producing -5V that would only be used by this component. So
the LM7171 was chosen to perform the filtration, since is more than able to handle the frequencies
needed and as a similar voltage supply like the TIA, the rest of the components stayed the same
as tested. For the comparator, the only change is the threshold value Vre f will be regulated with a
potentiometer. Also because of the necessity, a voltage regulator was placed in the PCB to output
the necessary -12V for the components.
The only problem in the assembly of this first version was only the fact that the pretended
electrolytic capacitors to be used in the negative converter were not delivered until the end of
June, making it impossible to be used according to the initial planning, so some default ceramic
capacitors were used. Figure 3.42 shows the final product of the first version of the Rx PCB.
Figure 3.42: First assembly of the Rx layer.
Still short after the first tests on the PCB, some defects were found in the design. In addition
to the inability of acquiring the signal while transmitting due the noise generated by the MOSFET,
the normal acquisition was not possible by motives unknown. As well an audible sound noise was
generated by the PCB from this Rx layer. It was presumed that a component was damaged or
malfunctioning.
The first debug test was to cut and separate the function blocks from each other and analyze
were the problem was. Meanwhile, it was identified the necessity of a buffer between the TIA and
the BPF in order to separate the operations in current of the TIA, and the voltage amplification
operation of the BPF, making it a good practice in this circuit.
In one of the Rx layers there was also an issue regarding the negative voltage converter, because
one of then was working and the other was not. Later this complication was identified due to an
unpredictable problem with this device, where in one of them a latch occurred because of residual
charges in the capacitors. This problem can be fixed by following the datasheet steps, and use a
default diode (LS4148) for this random issue, that can occur.
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It was checked that the TIA was working properly, but after cutting the blocks connections, it
was diagnosed a problem in the BPF were no signal was been filtered.
So a narrower debug test was applied to the BPF, by firstly using only the resistors as a sim-
ple Inverting Operational Amplifier and then adding the capacitors to check if the output is the
expected. By redoing and testing step-by-step the BPF, it was possible to make it work like it
was initially pretended. Subsequently an improvised buffer was included between the TIA and the
BPF (using a BUF634, acquired in INESC TEC) and it was possible to see the receive signal with
the correct filtration and amplification.
But even with this corrections when attempting to connect the BPF output to the comparator
the audible noisy sound reappeared, so it was assumed that the problem resided in the comparator
or even in its connection. Initially between the BPF and the comparator it was placed a default
diode (again the LS4148) in order to avoid a negative input in the comparator, making it basically
a safety measure and nothing more. But it was presumed that this diode could represent a compli-
cation, and that the potentiometer that control the threshold Vre f of the comparator was improper
for this precision application necessity.
So even more changes were made to this first version of the PCB, by eliminating the connection
diode, connecting a proper trimmer, to get a more precise Vre f and replacing the comparator to
exclude any error regarding damaged material or other possible causes. After applying all this
changes, for the first time, a successful output signal was possible to be extracted.
In the end of the preliminary testing of the PCB, in figure 3.43, shows the necessary modifica-
tions made.
Figure 3.43: Visible improvised modification in the first version of the Rx layer.
On account of the same problem with the PCB traces such as the Tx initial layer, and all the
other mistake mentioned above and some more considerations, it was deliberated that an enhanced
version of this PCB would be an advantage.
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So for new final version between the TIA and the BPF a Buffer was included, the only aspect
to watch for is if this buffer is able of operate in the required frequencies and that would delay the
signal as less as possible, and the previously used buffer BUF634 was more than able to operate
in the required frequencies without delaying the signal significantly. Its simple connections and
circuit layout were also attractive traits for its choice.
Like was mentioned earlier the trimmer was also an important change, so for this version
a SMD 10kΩ trimmer was used to control the threshold with more precision, in order to make
transmissions more effective.
Since it was given a new opportunity to create a new version of the Rx, a new hypothesis was
explored to be able to operate the Rx layer without resorting to the +12V and -12V. To make this
hypothesis to be true, it was searched an AMP-OP that would manage the pretended frequencies of
operation, with a low noise input voltage and that can work at only +/-5V supply. After an extend
market search, it was found an good option, the LMH6624, which has a remarkable performance
at a low supply voltage of +5V and -5V, with a low noise input voltage and is able to operate in
the intended frequencies.
With this modification, a new improvement was made to all the circuitry, making unnecessary
the existence of the +12V regulator, simplifying the circuit. With this, as mentioned previously
the negative voltage converter was placed in the Tx layer, changing slightly the module pin-out.
The remaining modification were similar to the Tx layer, by creating a recommended ground-
plane in the PCBs and reinforcing the decoupling capacitor in each function block of the layer.
For this layer, due to the complex layout it was additionally necessary to make this layer a dual
plane layer. This made actually easier to test sequentially the layer blocks one-by-one.
In
(a) Initial Prototype (b) Final Prototype
Figure 3.44: The change from the initial prototype to the final.
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To finalize this layer, in figure 3.44 it is shown the evident changes of the initial model and the
end prototype.
3.5.5 Assemble and Connection
To assemble all the electronic components of the Tx and Rx it was necessary to create different
PCBs for each layer. To be able to do such a thing, each PCB would have to match up the
dimension requirements of the physical casing, which means that the ideal solution is to create
round PCBs for each layer with a maximum diameter of 40mm.
Figure 3.45: Preview of the order of the layers.
The module as shown in figure 3.35 begins with a physical cable where the necessary 24V and
ground are supplied alongside with the transmitter and receiver cables. They connect to the first
PCB, the Tx driver, by soldering the cables directly to the PCB. This one is fixed by screws to the
casing, and then this layer connects to the Rx PCB through pin head (resembling the connection
between an Arduino and a shield). Some of this pin heads are just some supply voltages for the
Rx PCB, but also as some pin heads that have to connect to the LED PCB and other output pin
heads to connect to the PD PCB.
Finally, by placing the PD layer in ring shape between the optical lens and the LED layer and
attach the lens to the LED PCB, the module is complete. The optical lens focus each LED of the
PCB and the PDs have some clear space to detect light through the hole present in the lens.
The figure 3.46 shows the final aspect of the module, showing the connections between all the
layers of the system that are inside the casing.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter it was presented all the main components of the communication system separately,
showing the preliminary tests made to validate the concept and to take some prior conclusions on
how it will perform in different test conditions.
It was obvious that this real implementation of the prototype was way more elaborated than
the expected, and a substantial amount of time was invested in it, in order to achieve a working
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Figure 3.46: The nucleus of the communication module, assembled all together.
and testable prototype. With all this work is accurate to say that the physical conception of this
prototype, is the solid core of all this work.
It goes without saying that a lot of improvements can be done to all the prototype, some which
will have reference in the chapter of conclusions and future work.
Now that the implementation of the prototype is concluded some tests on bench and under-
water must be done to validate the concept, and to see if there are any adjusts to be made to the
system.
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Chapter 4
Test Results
In this chapter, it is presented all the tests that have been done to validate the implemented solution.
The test methodology started with the simplest tests in a workbench with different physical
factors and when the prototype is all tested in air-borne, its transmission is subjected underwater
in the laboratory pool presented in the department.
First the test procedure is presented, explaining what important data is collected, how the test
is done and how a result is registered. Then it is presented the results of the tests performed is
different environments.
4.1 Test Procedure
For every test initially, the parameters which are recorded and varied, in each different test, are the
following:
• Date and Hour of the test;
• The type of Test Scenario;
• Type of Casing to be tested;
• The Light Color of the transmission;
• Which Frequency is transmitting;
• The Deviation of the modules between each other;
• The ambiance Light Level;
• The Time of transmission;
• And the value of the comparator Threshold;
There are two test scenarios, firstly testing the prototype out of water in the workbench an
in the test pool. In the casing parameter it is possible to see the prototype performing without
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casing nor the optical lens, only with the focusing crystal and with no casing, or with two different
types of casing. One with a long end, able to better reject the influence of the ambiance light, but
obviously more sensitive to deviations, and a short end without the deviation problem but more
affected by ambiance light. The testing end parts of the casing can be seen in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The two tested casings. On the left, the long one, and on the right, the short one.
Also, the two studied high brightness LEDs light colors were the green (figure 4.2c) and blue
(figure 4.2a), testing at two different frequencies of 1MHz and the 100kHz. In terms of the devi-
ation, the holder had some marks marking the deviations of 0, 15, 30 and 45 degrees, being this
deviations subject of testing (figure 4.2b).
Since the tests were performed in a laboratory, the ambiance light level was also somewhat
controllable, so three cases were studied, with medium lights, maximum ambiance light and with
no light at all. The remaining parameters were only monitoring variables, so no tests were per-
formed by variating them.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: The blue Tx, the module holder and green Tx.
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In addition, to connect the terminal of the modules cables to the respective source or output, it
was necessary to implement a "derivation" board, in order to perform this task. So a very simple
circuit board was created to fulfill this necessity. It features a connector to each cable of the
module, some test points, a command switch and a fuse in order to protect the battery from a
short-circuit if needed. The board is shown in figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: The derivation circuit board.
In every test it is followed a certain procedure, that can be interpreted like a protocol, that is
roughly the same in each test scenario.
The pair Tx and Rx are placed in a certain range to be tested, fixed and then they are both
supplied with their voltage suppliers. At this time, both of the modules are in active Rx mode,
which means that both are able of receiving a light signal.
Then a signal, generated by a function generator or a microcontroller, is placed in the pretended
transmission cable and the Tx turns on. By now, the receivers of the Tx are ineffective because
they get absolutely dazzled by the light of the Tx.
Then the voltage is regulated until a plausible communication is established. When a trans-
mission is settled, the initial consumed current is written down and this operation is maintained
during a predefined time period. When this period ends the final current is recorded.
The testing case ends when the maximum supply, around 24V, is reached. At this point, if the
device does not transmit at a certain range, this distance is known as its range limit.
4.1.1 Determining a Result and Related Problems
Right after the implementation started to show some promising performances, a question occurred
in terms of testing and retrieving results: How can a transmission be classified as successful or
even plausible, and how to measure error rates or derivatives?
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This is quite a debatable question, since this work does not explore software solutions that can
quantify or acquire information of a transmission. Every communication is performed at real-time,
and the output visible through an oscilloscope.
At first, and still in the final implementation phase, while testing the prototype for final tune-
ups, primarily it was assumed that a successful transmission, only could be classified as such if
the output signal of the Rx was clear with no change or disruption. Resorting to the figures in 4.4,
this initial classification is explained.
(a) Unsuccessful (b) Unsuccessful
(c) Unsuccessful (d) Successful
Figure 4.4: The initial classification according to the Rx output (CH1:Tx, CH2:Rx).
Initially, to determine the successful communication, only the clear outputs, like is shown in
4.4d, were labeled as success.
Even though it is globally acceptable to assume that in the print 4.4a, no communication is
establish at all, other ambiguous outputs, such as 4.4b and 4.4c, not set in zero, were considered
non-communication or noisy communication situations.
Assuming such criteria, and classifying the cases of 4.4b and 4.4c only as "noisy communica-
tion" is not entirely true and is rather restrictive since the output is not yet disputed.
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When a clear successful transmission, like in 4.4d is detected, it means that the signal captured
by the PD and processed by the TIA and the BPF, produce an output big enough to exceed the limit
imposed by the Vre f .
The ambiguous situation occurs when this signal, when passing through the comparator, is too
close to the value of Vre f . Because of the used comparator configuration, any peak of the signal
that goes above the fixed threshold, the comparator outputs a ’1’ signal; anything below that, it
produces a ’0’. So in fact what figure 4.4c shows is the Rx is at is limit of communication.
By debating and consulting the co-supervisor Luís Pessoa, it was concluded that assuming only
the clear signals such as 4.4d a successful transmission, would be a wrong assumption, since the
ambiguous situations like 4.4c are also successful communication, but only with the comparator
limitation. Furthermore in this work, some proposed solutions will be presented in the future
works section, in order to enhance the comparators performance.
After this assumptions, the following classification shown in 4.5 were attribute to the possible
transmission cases.
(a) Unsuccessful (b) Unsuccessful
(c) Successful (d) Successful
Figure 4.5: The assumed classification according to the Rx output (CH1:Tx, CH2:Rx).
Even though is a subjective presumption, likewise the initial assumption, in the 4.5a case no
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communication is detected. On the other hand 4.5b is also considered an unsuccessful transmission
because it is not possible to distinguish an output signal. In the tests, the cases like the 4.5c and
4.5d are assumed as a successful transmission.
For the fact that is work is mainly focused on the hardware conception, it was not possible to
develop a software solution to extract an error estimation.
Now with the test setup, and the acquisition parameters outlined, the test results are presented.
4.2 Control Tests
Initially, these control tests were made with the pair Tx and Rx with no casing and, of course, out
of the water.
Because this tests had no casing, it was not necessary to use the holder for this initial tests,
placing the Tx and Rx in a marked position at a certain range.
For this first tests it was thought that it would be interesting to study the difference, if any,
of the range of the green and the blue light. The communication frequency was set at 1MHz,
the deviation, since there was no casing nor holder to orient the module was overlooked, and the
ambiance light level was in medium intensity.
Figure 4.6: Results of the green and blue transmission with no casing nor optical lens.
It is possible to check in the graph 4.6, in this first approach, a better performance of the
blue light in the communication. At first they start very similar, and between the 0.2 meters and
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0.6 meters the green light performs slightly better than the blue, but at a higher range, the power
consumption and range of the blue light outperforms by far the green light.
The green light in this test reached its limit at about 1.10 meters, while the blue light achieve
an even greater result by transmitting up to 1.40 meters.
Next this results, named the control test, will be compared to the performance of the module
using the ordered optical lens, naming the crystal subject, in order to see if an enhancement in the
transmission. The test parameters maintained the same as the previous one, changing only the use
of the lens.
Figure 4.7: Results of the green and blue transmissions, now with the optical lens.
It is obvious, by analyzing the results in graph 4.7, that the optical lens did influence the light
transmission in a positive side. The green light was able of enhancing its transmission by 0.5
meters, which is a significant improvement, and the blue light was able to achieve a remarkable
range limit over 2 meters (2.30m, to be exact).
After these tests some conclusions could already be drawn. In an environment out of the
test pool, the blue light was more effective in terms of range rather than the green light, and the
acrylic focusing optical lens can significantly improve the performance of the light transmissions.
So for the following experiments the crystal was attached to the LEDs in order to improve the
transmission.
In the first test, too little attention was given to the sensitivity of the threshold of the comparator
Vre f , which as a direct effect in the sensitivity of the Rx. After the first test, Vre f was measured
in both green and blue Rx, and the values were of 720mV and 640mV, respectively. So in order
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to obtain a more homogeneous and more informative data, both green and blue transmitter were
calibrated to the same Vre f of 840mV, which seemed to be a comfortable value for a possible
transmission.
The next step of the tests is to test the module at different ambiance light interference. This
tests are possible since the lights of the laboratory are adjustable, so for this experiments the
transmission was tested with the light interference at its maximum, in a medium term that was the
lowest output that those lights could produce, and with the ambiance light completely shot down.
The transmission frequency was maintained at 1MHz.
(a) Green Tx
(b) Blue Tx
Figure 4.8: Test results of the transmission at different levels of light interference.
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These tests, that are represented in the graphs in 4.8, proved to be the most challenging. It was
possible to see, while experimenting, that as the range of the communication increased, the harder
was to get a consistent subject of testing.
This happens, because the focusing optic had a dramatic effect on the output light, if the Tx
suffered even the slightest deviation. Since this primary test did not use any casing nor any holder
to better stipulate and control the deviation, it was hard to get consistent results. That is why some
results of 4.8a after the 1 meter mark, and in 4.8b after the 1.50 meters mark, do not follow the
expected exponential behavior that is shown in the first tests.
Due to this test results, it is arrogant to presume that this test values express truthfully the
performance of the communication module. But by having a detailed view to the graphs, it is
possible to see that the Rx with the medium and maximum interference are very similar (4.8b).
Also in the end values of both 4.8a and 4.8b it is shown that, with less interference at a higher
range, the lower is the power consumption, as it might be expected.
Despite this phenomenon and the these experiments did not have been as successful as ex-
pected, it is believed that once the modules are fixed and orientated by the test setup, this discrep-
ancies will be attenuated.
The final control experiment, will test the module capabilities when the transmission frequency
instead of been the usual 1MHz, is decreased to 100kHz, a frequency range closer to the usual
baud-rate of the serial communication protocol. This experiment will enable to imagine the be-
havior of the device if communicating using serial communication.
The 100kHz tests will be displayed with the 1MHz before and after the change of Vre f , so some
conclusion regarding the manipulation of Vre f can be taken. The remaining parameters remained
the same, using the medium light interference.
By analyzing the test result of the graphs in 4.9, it seems that the change in the transmission
frequency did not influenced the Tx performance significantly. Although the graph 4.9a, due to
the explained distortion event, a conclusion is hard to assume, the results of this 100kHz signal
reception were way more consistent, and the differences, between this signal and the 1MHz, are
not very meaningful. Resorting to this graph 4.9a, it is also possible to see the impact that the
different Vre f had on the Rx output side.
Likewise, in the graph 4.9a all the results are coherent, describing the predictable characteristic
exponential curve. Between the two signals at the same light interference levels and same Vre f , at
different frequencies their behavior is very similar, only minor variations occur. Also, it is visible
the high influence of the Vre f in the recorded test results.
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(a) Green Tx
(b) Blue Tx
Figure 4.9: Test results using different transmission frequencies of 100kHz and 1MHz.
Summing up, it is concluded that in environment out of water, in terms of the wavelength of
the emitting light, the relation of the PD and the blue transmission LEDs seems to be the strongest
combination, rather than the green light, which seems to be way less bright than the blue Tx.
It was confirmed that the acrylic lens does enhance the deice range significantly, by performing
its function of focusing the output light of the Tx, and still enabling the reception of light by the
Rx.
In the other experimental cases, the light level interference tests were pretty much incon-
clusive, since the high influence of the deviation due to the using of the acrylic lens, produced
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inconsistent results that did not allow a more critical verdict.
Meanwhile, the impact of the threshold that controls the comparator output, seemed to be
another preponderant factor to achieve a better transmission. Still this is a delicate matter since if
a too low threshold is defined, higher the probability of error captions and erratic outputs due to
the ambiance light interference.
Finally, in the two different transmission frequencies, no major influence was detected, which
means that in both frequencies the transmission is much alike.
4.3 Workbench Tests
Since the first tests are concluded, it is necessary to test the module with the waterproof casing, to
check if it can transmit even with the closed casing. This casing capability test will be confirmed
first out of water and after in the underwater environment.
Now that the casing is going to be tested, all the structure that will be used in the underwater
tests will also be added. So for this simple setup, as it is shown in 4.10, the casings of the Tx and
Rx were fixed to a holder with marked positions for the deviation angle to be tested. This holder
it is settled in a sort of runway with marks on it, in order to mark the various range positions.
Figure 4.10: Workbench test setup.
The testing parameters are the same as the previous tests, but now the deviation angle is con-
sidered in four different positions: no deviation, 15 degrees, 30 degrees and 45 degrees. Also it
was possible to test this casing with more than one end terminal, and with a long head and a short
head.
In a more important note, since the control of the Vre f is not accessible with the casing closed,
it was needed to calibrate the threshold in a fixed value. Since, for the Rx, a lower value would
enhance its performance, but at the same time, makes it more susceptible to the noise, a pondered
middle term needed to be reached. So both thresholds were calibrated to 740mV, in order to
improve the communication, without inducing so much noise.
So for the first test, it will be tested the performance of the green and the blue light at 1MHz,
by applying no deviation, and with an average interference of light.
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Figure 4.11: Results of the green and blue transmissions, using the two casing types.
As it is shown in the graph 4.11, the use of the casing, independently if it is the long or short
type, the range of the transmission, visually comparing to the control subject, is more limited. This
is probably because of the design of the casing and the positioning of the PD ring. Even though it
is able of captioning the signal, at a satisfactory range, it always limits the capture of the signal.
In terms of which casing in this test was the effective, their difference is almost irrelevant. In
the green light performance, the traces of the long and short casing are almost coincident, so the
different casings did not influence the transmission in terms of the range or the power consumed.
Only in the blue light case, when no deviation is presented in the transmission, the long casing
seems to perform a little better than the short one.
In a first impression, the long casing comparing to a short one, in a transmission, such as
experimented in the test 4.11, indeed does not represent a very relevant difference, since the entry
and exit point are supposedly well aligned.
The most relevant difference between this two casings might occur in two different scenar-
ios: when the interference of the ambiance light is higher, where in this situation, the long casing
potentially has an advantage, since it properly isolates the Rx from this effect. And when a de-
viation between the two modules exist, where now in this situation the long casing might have a
disadvantage comparing to the short, since it can limit the Tx light output.
So for the following experiments, firstly, the ambiance light influence will be tested by ap-
plying the three different light intensities. Then after some conclusions are made, the deviation
behavior will be tested, in order to confirm or not the presumed conclusions.
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(a) Long Casing
(b) Short Casing
Figure 4.12: Results of the interference of different levels of ambient light.
The results displayed in the graphs 4.12, shows the predicted behavior. By analyzing the
results on the green light, although it is a very small difference, in the long casing end, shown in
graph 4.12a, the reception for the three different interference maintained practically the same, and
in the short end, shown in 4.12b a small difference between the receptions can be detected. As for
the blue light, it has thinner trace all along its domain, in the long end, meaning that has a smaller
variation, and in the short end shows a more unstable output.
Despite all this conclusions, even with the different light interference all the outputs are satis-
factory.
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Since the impact of a deviation, on the previous control tests, was very visible, it is possible to
assume, that by deviating the modules between each other, the output will respond to the stimula-
tion. It is only necessary to analyze how big the casing will limit the reception and transmission.
(a) Long Casing
(b) Short Casing
Figure 4.13: Results of the different module deviations.
As expected, in the graph 4.13 the deviation add a huge impact on the light output, both in
the green and the blue Tx. The deviation that achieved the maximum range was the value of 15
degrees. The other deviation values greater than this had a worse performance than the average
signal.
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It is important to state that by comparing the long and short casing outputs, respectively graph
4.13a and 4.13b, is clearly visible the limited range of the Tx when the deviation is superior to
15 degrees, which means that the long casing limits the transmission of the signal to deviations
superior to 15 degrees.
The only experiment that is left to do is the transmission at 100kHz, in order to stipulate
the behavior of the module working at a lower frequency, capable of being serial communication
supported. For this test, it was only performed using the long casing, since no advantage was
predicted in testing in the short casing.
Figure 4.14: Test results using different transmission frequencies of 100kHz and 1MHz.
In this transmission at 4.14 the only particular occurrence, only applicable to the blue light, is
the more limited range, which started to be insignificant but in the end it got considerably large.
Also at 100kHz the power consumption is higher.
Now that the behavior out of water is known, the concept will be tested underwater.
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4.4 Laboratory Pool Tests
Figure 4.15: Laboratory pool test setup.
Before beginning the transmission underwater, some attention like avoiding the cables being wet
were also necessary.
Figure 4.16: Results of the green and blue transmissions, using the two casing types.
The results of graph 4.16 show a result other than the predicted. Due the communication
underwater, the signal output is slightly attenuated, being the maximum range of 1.80 meters, not
as good as other cases.
The test of the green light with the long casing, was not very successful, inducing some error
to the measurements.
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Now the system will be tested for the different ambient light level interference. Since this
happened in the previous test, some attenuation is predictable for this case.
(a) Long Casing
(b) Short Casing
Figure 4.17: Results of the interference of different levels of ambient light
As it can be seen in the graphs 4.17, it maintained the similar performance, being the long
casing trace thinner than the trace of the short case, due to the interference of light. The error is
the green measurements at the default light level.
For next tests the performance of the modules will be tested by applying the deviations marked
in the holder. Since the previous workbench tests, the best range results were obtained when the
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deviation was applied to the modules, and although the general performance of the system declines
underwater, it is predicted that the best range results underwater will be obtained also by applying
the deviation.
(a) Long Tx
(b) Casing Tx
Figure 4.18: Results of the different module deviations.
In the graphs 4.18, more precisely in the 4.18a, the signal of the green light with no deviation,
that was assumed like an error measurement, looks like an output response of the already deviated
light. In 4.18b, also the green does not represent a big deviation like it should show, which may
indicate that the green light is more influenced by the water than the blue light, which is a bit
attenuated, but not in a such significant difference.
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Figure 4.19: Test results using different transmission frequencies of 100kHz and 1MHz.
In this last case, as shown in the graph 4.19 the transmission in 100kHz using blue light,
against the normal tendency shown by the past experiments, is reaching higher ranges with lower
consumption. The green light presents a very predictable behavior, but does not shown deviation
flaws.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, it was possible to test and analyze, even if briefly, the characteristics of the com-
munication module. Although far from perfection some basic concepts were also validated, which
contributed to the value of the work.
As some performance specifications, the prototype was able of transmitting up to 2.80 meters
with a deviation of 15 degrees out of water, and was able of transmitting up to 2.00 meters with
the same deviation of 15 degrees in underwater.
This tests enable the possibility of validating and fulfill the primary objective that is creating a
prototype able of transmitting information underwater.
The recommended improvements and new ideas to increase the potential of all this project will
be described in the future work section.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
Finally, the conclusions chapter was reached, which will be an overview of the final status of the
project, as well as the outline topics for future work.
5.1 Summary of the performed work
The fundamental objective of this dissertation focuses on the creation and the implementation of a
physical module based on LEDs able to transmit information through light, in order to overcome
some limitations imposed by some existing transmission technologies. This prototype is composed
by a physical casing and some PCBs that should be used as a basis to develop a solution that could
eventually be adopted. In order to achieve this objective, the following steps were followed:
• A study about the challenges and restrictions that the underwater communication was con-
ducted as well as the tracking technologies that would enable to better perform the necessary
operations;
• Secondly the layout of the system was selected. In this process some choices took place for
the type of components that will be needed to implement the circuit and their features;
• Some circuits were designed to determine components values and to prove concept ideas;
• Once those circuits were designed, the process of creating the PCB for testing the proposed
solution. At this point the PCB was designed and produced;
• It was performed a set of tests in order to prove the concept and the proper functioning of
the various parts of the circuit.
5.2 Concluded Objectives
Comparing the original objectives of the project and with the practical results obtained, it is pos-
sible to say that the core objective of this dissertation was accomplished.
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As for the remaining objective, of testing the solution in an non control environment, in the
ocean and river, it was not explored, due to complications with the hardware encountered during
the production of the prototype which leaded to a more reduced test schedule.
However, it is possible to point out that the prototype offers vast possibilities for future work
and improvements, being this one of its most valuable aspects.
5.3 Future work
Although it has been achieved the implementation of the functional prototype, it is still possible to
determine improvements to be added to it. Regarding this subject, it is possible to draw two groups
of future implementations - those that correspond to the Hardware improvement of the prototype
and the others that correspond new possible work. At the hardware level we have:
• The cable that connects the prototype interior to the exterior, was one of the sources of noise,
since it was not for this use and did not had proper isolation. A better choice would be a
reinforced cable with protection against interference noise and other factors;
• To eliminate the problem regarding the MOSFET charge and discharge noisy operation that
affected the Rx board signal acquirement, a solution could be by implementing two separate
power supplies to the same module. By doing this the dual-communication option would
became a more viable solution;
• As previously mentioned, the comparator of the Rx layer, was not robust enough for the
operation that it has to perform, making it harder to determine a positive result from the tests.
So that being, an improved comparator with hysteresis (also known as Schmitt trigger), is a
solid option in order to avoid some ambiguous situations, where the received signal can be
confused with the background noise;
• Other problem encountered, while testing using the casing, was the temperature that the
module reached when transmitting at higher power rates. So alternative ways to dissipate
the heat generate by the module such like, building a casing with a heat conductive material,
like aluminum, and soaking the circuitry in a cooling fluid, would be some interesting ideas.
• Experimenting different focusing lens could improve the signal transmission and/or its re-
ception, improving its range and subsequently its power consumption.
• Another idea, although not so feasible, would be to manufacturing the MCPCB for the LEDs
itself, in order to create a more optimized design, were the PD could be attached behind the
LEDs, improving the chances of having successful dual-transmission.
Finally, other points of future work would be to make the proposed tests in the outdoor in the
Ocean and River, in order to see if the solution is robust enough for a real application. These
tests would require to be done at different water and day time conditions. Also since this work
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was only focused on developing a hardware solution, some software resources that would enable
a quantification and qualification of the communication channel, should be developed, in order to
make a more robust validation of the experiments. Additionally, it would be interesting to develop
some case studies for a real application of this project.
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Appendix A
PCB Footprints and Schematics
In this appendix there are provided the footprints and schematics of the designed PCBs. It is
possible to see the versions that were created and its evolution through the development of the
prototype. The PCB were all designed using the software, Eagle CAD. When needed there are
presented the top and bottom layer of the footprints. Some of the values of the drawn components
might differentiate from the actually used.
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Figure A.2: Initial PCB Footprint - Tx layer (only top layer).
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Figure A.4: Initial PCB Footprint - Rx layer (only top layer).
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A.2 Final Version
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Figure A.6: Final PCB Footprint - Tx layer (only top layer).
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A.2.2 Rx Layer
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Figure A.8: Final PCB Footprint - Rx layer (Top)
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Figure A.9: Final PCB Footprint - Rx layer (Bottom)
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